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Border patrol academy schedule 2018

Artesia, New Mexico (CNN)On his first day of training to become a silver Patrol border, Isidro Urbina gave a card and a picture of a agent fell on him. It is a tradition on the first day of class here at the Border Patrol Academy. All new recruits found a different card – a silent partner, called them – as a way to honor the 127 agents who died
in line of duty while reminding them of the dangers of the job. Silver-in-training will carry the cards throughout their careers. Urbina is proud to put the card in his chest pocket in his uniform, on his heart. But it doesn't need the reminder. The man in the picture is his uncle. I don't want to quit smoking, because I know it's watching,'' Urbina
said. He was 34 years old when he died, and I'm 34 years old entering the Patrol Border. It feels like I'm finishing what it started. Urbina's uncle, Roberto Duran, died when he lost control of his car and crashed one morning while returning from his night shift in the garden. That was 16 years ago. Now Urbina is collecting where his uncle is
left off. He is trained to become a patrol agent at one of the most challenging law academies in the country. And it will be deployed at a time when the eyes of the world are on the treatment of federal authorities of immigrants at the U.S. border. The academy expanded the 11,000 150 kilometers northeast of El Paso.Li made up of
doctrines, classroom buildings and gymnastics, plus firing ranges and driving courses that span more than 1,000 tires. All the tracks needed are on campuses, including a grocery store, cleaning dry and even a bar. For the first time in its 84-year history, the academy has expanded its curriculum from three months to six months to better
prepare coaches for what they will meet in the field. On a very large barrel, old rail cars, school buses, and banks reopen as classrooms where trains interact with paid role players in various scenarios. These simulations new mimic training what agents might experience in the field and test decisions they make. Raising the curriculum was
indeed a couple of things, said Dan Harris Jr., the school's chief. One, I want them to prepare for any situation they may encounter. The second thing is that I want to have all of the tools available to handle that safe encounter. The last thing we ever want to do is take someone's life. For example, recruiters are often dealing with the choice
of whether they are in firing an actor in a simulator situation or using fewer lesson tools. Use-of-force training of the academy increased from 58 hours to 94, and recruits now also receive training in less letal methods. Trainees graduated with 14 certifications, up from two, in areas such as weapons, driving, and training operations,
including classes in place of strong documents and tasks detention center. The time spent in immigration and Spanish law now accounted for 18 college credits. Spanish language classes are now mandatory for all coaches, even if they are a native speaker. About half of agents in the field are Spanish, and the majority of migrant states
that they will meet at the border will speak Spanish. In the Trump era, the academy also provided a new mandated: recruit more agents. According to Customs and Border Protection there are approximately 19,400 agents on duty -- almost 2,000 under congressional mandate 21,370. President Trump has called for 5,000 more agents,
which means the academy will need to back hundreds of graduate classes to meet the new mandate. The academy can accommodate up to 50 coaches per class, but most graduating classes have hovered in the 20s. Chef Harris admits that there is pressure to find men who want to do a remote, dirt and sometimes dangerous job that
pays an entry base salary of 40,000 dollars. But this is nothing compared to the pressure found to women. Female agent rareSusan Schwartz graduated from the U.S. Border Patrol academy last month. At 41, he is beyond the academy's age limit of 37. But his 15-year military service allowed him to bypass the regulations. I'm not in my
vision yet,' he said. My body's a lot different, but it goes back to mental hardness. Your body will do what your mind will tell you to do. She is one of only three women to graduate from her class – and that's considered a high percentage. The agency is desperate to recruit women, partly because they prefer to have migrant female
questionnaires and dig by female agents. Just 5% of the 19.437 agents on the female patrols, the biggest difference in the federal government. Chief Harris expects women will account for 10 percent of future classes. He is also quick to point out that for the first time that the US Border Patrol is run by a woman, Carla Provost. It's definitely
harder on a lady to be gone from the middle of the desert to mid hundreds of miles from nowhere and spend their days on the changes, Harris said. It's hard in this sense. Schwartz grew up in Queens, New York, about 2,000 miles (2,000 miles) south of the border. He made four trips of duty abroad in Iraq and Kuwait -- two of those as a
single mother of a young daughter. The first time he saw the U.S. border was when he moved to El Paso five years ago. He wanted to continue serving his country but closer to his home. When you are in the military that's also a smaller demographic in women, said Schwartz, who is black. But it was not something that made me shoot
away from the challenge. At the academy I had never felt one in a negative way due to my gender or my race. At his graduation, Schwartz was all smiling as Chef Harris had pinned a badge of his green uniform. Her husband and daughter, now 19, were happy about it. But the meeting was short-lived. On tomorrow Schwartz stays for him
Border Patrol Station in Seyesburg, New Mexico. This time, instead of halfway around the world, it's only a 2 drive 1/2 hours from the house. For him, Border Patrol is a 'gold ticket' Urbina knew what he's wanted to do with his life since he was 15. It grew just 20 miles north of the border in Anthony, New Mexico. When his tunnels were still
on patrol he would visit and would sit on the couch for hours while Urbina listens, wide-eyed, to the story of his tunnels in the garden. Urbina became a correction officer because he needed a 9-to-5 job and a decent check while his wife went to retirement school. Now that he's working full-time, he can pursue his dream. This is what I've
always wanted. 'It was a silver Patrol Border is almost like a gold ticket,' he said. But he also learned that being a Patrol Agent who is Latino comes and sets his own in defiance. When I talked to one of my neighbors and I told him what I was doing, he said, 'You're a hispanic panic -- you're not going to feel guilty or sad to deport someone
of your own kind? said Urbina, who has fathers immigrated legally to Mexico and remains in the U.S. to start a family. It's sad to watch people get deported, but my father was able to come here the right way and I'm here today for that reason, thanks to him. And joining the agency of the age of Trump adds extra, and at times desired,
careful. Some agents have been criticized for using outstanding force on migrants and for their handling of family separations. Harris says under new curriculum training they are taught to be humanitarian first. I'm a person of compassion,' said Urbina. I'm a dad and I have a heart. We're trained to do a job and that's what I plan to do when
I get on the field. Coaches can ask where they'd like to be parked, but it's not always guaranteed. Urbina will graduate in November and subsequently be sent to her new post: in Chula Vista, California. It's where his collapse has been parked. Each class should start with 50 tren.U.S. Border Patrol Academy Class ScheduleFLETC Artesia,
NMHey guys, I can't pull this thing out of thin air. If no one sent me the needle, I can't post them. Lucky for us, someone just sent some helpful info.... Please trust me on this, NO NEED TO ask me if I have updated information. As soon as I found it, I posted it the same day. Border Patrol Academy Class Schedule for the rest of FY 2018
Q2-6 Grade (1086-1091). Q3-7 Grade (1092-1098). K4- 8 Class (1099-1106). Pretty much 1 grade EODing every Pay period. Session Number Academy EOD Date Graduation 1052 10/22/15 01/28/16 1053 11/19/15 02/25/16 1054 12/03/15 03/09/16 1055 12/10/15 03/16/16 1056 01/14/16 04/18/16 1057 01/28/16 04/29/16 1058 02/11/16
05/13/16 1059 03/03/16 06/03/16 1060 03/17/16 08/29/16 1061 03/31/16 07/01/16 1062 04/14/16 07/18/16 1063 04/28/16 08/01/16 1064 05/12/16 08/15/16 1065 05/26/16 08/29/16 1066 06/09/16 09/12/16 1067 06/16/16 09/19/16 1068 06/30/16 10/03/16 1069 1070 07/12/16 10/24/16 1071 08/04/16 11/07/16 1072 08/11/16 11/15/16 1073
08/25/16 11/30/16 1074 09/15/16 12/20/16 1075 09/22/16 12/28/16 Fiscal Year 2015 SESSION SIZE OBP EOD BPA START BPA END OBP EOD BPA CLASS Start BPA CLASS Graduation 1037 50 10/20/14 10/23/14 01/29/15 Re-scheduled for 7/30/15 11/06/14 02/12/15 1038 50 11/17/14 11/20/14 02/26/15 Re-scheduled for 4/16/15
12/04/14 03/11/15 1039 50 12/15/18 12/18/14 03/25/15 Re-scheduled for 4/30/15 01/15/15 04/20/15 1040 50 01/26/15 01/29/15 05/01/15 Re-scheduled for 4/02/15 02/05/15 05/08/15 Re-scheduled for 7/02/15 02/12/15 05/15/15 Re-scheduled for 6/5/15; Fusionned nan dat komanse 3 / 5 / 15 02 / 26 / 15 05 / 29 / 15 1041 50 03 / 02 / 15 03
/ 05 / 15 06 /05/15 Re-ore pou 09/10/15 03/12/15 06/12/15 Re-ore pou 7/10/15; Konbine nan komanse dat 4 / 2 / 15 03 / 19 / 15 06 / 19 / 15 Re-ore pou 9 / 4 / 15; Combined into start date 4/2/15 03/26/15 06/26/15 1042 50 03/30/15 04/02/15 07/06/15 1043 50 04/06/15 04/09/15 07/13/15 1044 50 04/13/15 04/16/15 07/20/15 CANCELLED
04/23/15 07/27/15 CANCELLED 04/30/15 08/03/15 1045 50 05/04/15 05/07/15 08/10/15 CANCELLED 05/14/15 08/17/15 CANCELLED 05/21/15 08/24/15 1046 50 06/01/15 06/04/15 09/04/15 CANCELLED 06/05/15 09/08/15 CANCELLED 06/11/15 09/14/15 CANCELLED 06/18/15 09/21/15 1047 50 06/22/15 06/25/18 09/28/15
CANCELLED 07/02/15 10/05/15 CANCELLED 07/09/15 10/09/15 CANCELLED 07/10/15 10/13/15 1048 50 07/13/15 07/16/15 10/19/15 1049 50 07/20/15 07/23/15 10/26/15 1050 50 07/27/15 07/30/15 11/02/15 1051 50 08/03/15 08/06/15 11/09/15 1052 50 08/10/15 08/13/15 11/17/15 1053 50 08/17/15 08/20/15 11/24/15 1054 50
08/24/15 08/27/15 12/02/15 1055 50 08/31/15 09/03/15 12/09/15 1056 50 09/01/15 09/04/15 12/10/15 1057 50 09/07/15 09/10/15 12/15/15 1058 50 09/14/15 09/17/15 12/22/15 12/22/15
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